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Abstract 
A matrix A = [aij] of nonnegative integers must be partitioned into p blocks (submatrices) 
corresponding to a set of vertical cuts parallel to the columns and a set of horizontal cuts 
parallel to the rows. With each block is associated a cost equal to the sum of its elements. We 
consider the problem of finding a matrix partitioning that minimizes the cost of the block of 
maximum cost. 
In this paper a mathematical formulation of the problem is given and used to derive both 
exact and heuristic algorithms. 
Lower bounds and dominance criteria are exploited in a tree search algorithm for finding the 
optimal solution of the problem. Computational results of the proposed algorithm are given on 
a number of randomly generated test problems. 
1. Introduction 
In order to describe the partitioning of a matrix A = [aij] of nonnegative integers, 
with m rows and n columns, into p blocks, let us introduce the following definitions. 
Definition 1. An ordered set R = {(il,j,), (iz,jz), . . . ,(iM,jM)) of M = IRI (A4 < m) pairs 
of integers (ik,jk) is said to be a row-partitioning of the matrix A if the following 
and j, = m; (ii) ik 9 jk V(ik,jk) E R; 
For example, the set R = {(1,3), (4,6), (7,lO)) is a row-partitioning for the matrix 
A with m = 10 rows and n = 10 columns shown in Fig. 1. 
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R= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 4 0 0 72 0 87 77 0 0 
(1,3) 2 0 4 34 77 0 17 69 94 0 0 
3 54 2 0 0 90 104 87 1 104 0 
i 
4 8 92 25 23 0 52 0 0 87 10 
(4, 6 1 5 11 3 5 45 70 61 67 27 2 88 
6 35 63 103 102 59 4 0 8 11 65 
7 3 5 26 0 0 0 8 19 9 14 
8 74 5 2 5 2 26 0 0 21 0 
(7,101 
9 26 8 60 0 0 0 1 0 35 0 
10 60 79 13 9 44 0 1 0 95 0 
Fig. 1. Partitioning of a matrix A (10 x 10) into p = 12 corresponding to the optimal solution of P(3,4). 
Definition 2. An ordered set C = {(u~,/?~), (Q,/&), . . . ,(aN,&)} of N = ICI (N < n) 
pairs of integers (a,, PI) is said to be a column-partitioning of the matrix A if(i) a1 = 1 
and BN = n; (ii) a, < Br, V(a,, /I?,) E C, (iii) a, = /I,_ 1 + 1, r = 2, . . . , IV. 
The set C = {(1,3), (4,5), (6,7), (8,lO)) is a feasible column-partitioning of the matrix 
given in Fig. 1. 
Each row-partitioning R and each column-partitioning C decompose the matrix 
A into IRI x ICI blocks, where each block A,,, corresponds to each couple ((i, j), (a, /?)) 
V(i,j) E R, V(a, /?) E C and is defined by Aijap = {au”: U, v; s.t. i < u < j and a < u < /I}. 
We associate with each A,,, a cost cijpp that corresponds to the sum of the elements of 
the matrix A belonging to the block Aijap, i.e. 
i /J 
r=i s=a 
We will indicate by P the problem of partitioning a matrix A into M x N blocks by 
a row-partitioning R, with [RI = M, and a column-partitioning C, with ICI = N, to 
minimize the cost of the block of maximum cost; we will sometimes use the notation 
P(M, N) to denote problem P for specific values assigned to M and N. 
A more general problem considered in this paper, that we will denote by MP(p), is 
that of partitioning a matrix A into p blocks, corresponding to a row-partitioning 
R and to a column-partitioning C, such that IRI x ICI = p, with the objective of 
minimizing the cost of the block of maximum cost. The solution to problem MP(p) 
may be obtained by solving as many problems P(M, N) as there are pairs of positive 
integers M, N such that M x N = p, and keeping the solution of minimum cost. 
Fig. 1 shows, for a matrix A, the optimal solution of problems P(3,4) of cost 364 that 
corresponds to the cost CISe7 of the block AIa6,. Fig. 2 shows the optimal partition- 
ing of the same matrix into p = 12 blocks having cost 349 that corresponds to the 
block AS746 given by the optimal solution of problem P(4,3). 
A problem related to matrix partitioning can be found in the field of digital color 
image processing, like the histogram equalization (see [3,8,9]). A colored image may 
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12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
10 4 0 072 0 87 77 0 0 
2 0 4 34 77 0 17 69 94 0 0 
3 54 2 0 0 90 104 87 1104 0 
4 8922523 0 52 0 0 87 10 
5 11 3 5 45 78 61 67 27 2 88 
6 35 63 103 102 59 4 0 8 11 65 
7 3 526 0 0 0 8 19 9 14 
8 74 5 2 5 2 26 0 0 21 0 
9 26 860 0 0 0 1 0 35 0 
10 60 79 13 944 0 1 0 95 0 
Fig. 2. Optimal partitioning of the matrix A of Fig. 1 into 12 blocks corresponding to the optimal solution 
of problem P(4,3). 
be represented by the three quantities hue, saturation and brightness and its histogram- 
matrix describes the number of pixels of the image for each combination of the levels 
of hue, saturation and brightness. The equalization of a histogram-matrix consists in 
reducing the number of color levels with the purpose of enhancing the image or 
reproducing it on a device with a limited color resolution. The matrix partitioning 
problem considered in this paper corresponds, in the field of histogram equalization, to 
those applications where one of the three quantities describing a colored image is kept 
fixed (say saturation) and the histogram equalization is limited to hue and brightness. 
In this case the rows and the columns of the matrix A are associated with the levels of 
hue and brightness and each element aij represents the number of pixels that in the 
image have level i for hue and j for brightness. 
To our knowledge no exact algorithm exists for finding the optimal histogram 
equalization of colored images, although both heuristic and exact algorithms have 
been proposed in the case of monochromatic images. For this latter problem, Amin 
[l] proposed a polynomial algorithm based on dynamic programming, meanwhile 
Lucertini et al. [4,5] and Per1 and Schach [6] presented polynomial algorithms that 
give the optimal solution for different objective functions. 
The problem MP(p) that we consider in this paper appears to be more complex 
than the problem arising from the histogram equalization of monochromatic images 
and, to our knowledge, neither its complexity is currently known nor does it seem to 
have been previously considered in the combinatorial optimization literature (see [2]). 
In this paper we propose both heuristic and exact algorithms for problem P and 
equivalent algorithms are derived to solve problem MP(p). 
In Section 2 we give a mathematical formulation of problem P that is used in 
Section 3 to derive lower bounds to the problem. In Section 4 a heuristic procedure for 
P is discussed. In Section 5 an exact tree search algorithm is presented. 
In Section 6 we discuss a simple procedure to derive both heuristic and exact 
solutions of problem MP(p) by solving a number of problems P. The effectiveness of the 
algorithms is tested through computational experiments that are presented in Section 7. 
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2. Mathematical formulation of problem P 
Let us introduce binary variables xos E (0, l}, taking the value 1 if and only if the 
column partition defined by the columns (g, a + 1, . . . , /I - 1, 8) is used in the solution, 
and yij E (0, 11, taking the value 1 if and only if the solution contains a row partition 
defined by the rows (i, i + 1,. . . ,j - 1,j). 
The mathematical formulation of problem P is as follows. 
Problem P 
Min zp, (2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
i 
a-1 
x,/3 - Fl x/h- 1 = 0; a = 2, 
@=a 
2 f Yij = My 
i=l j=l 
jEIYlj=l) 
fl Yin = l9 
n, (7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
m i-l 
~iYij-j~lYji-l=O, i=Z...,m, (11) 
XlrSE{O,l}, cr<p=1,..., 12, (12) 
yijE{O,l}, i<j=l,..., m. (13) 
Constraint (3) ensures that the cost of the solution is greater or equal than the cost of 
the block of maximum cost. The constraints (4)-(7) and (12) define the feasible column 
partitions. Constraint (4) forces the solution to contain N column partitions. Con- 
straint (5) ensures that the first column partition contains column 1, while constraint 
(6) requires that the last column partition contains column n. Eqs. (7) are continuity 
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constraints and ensure that if a column partition ends in column a then a column 
partition must start with column a + 1. The constraints (8)-(11) and (13) define the 
feasible row partitions as the constraints (4)-(7) and (12) define the feasible column 
partitions. 
Let Xbe the set of all vectorsx that satisfy constraints (4)-(7) and (12) and, similarly, 
let Y be the set of all y that are feasible solutions of (8)-(11) and (13). Every x E X 
defines the column-partitioning C = {(d, B): (a, /?) s.t. x,~ = l}, and every y E Y defines 
the row-partitioning R = {(i,j): (i,j) s.t. yij = l}. 
We will denote the optimal solution of problem P by {x$} and { y c}, with 2; the 
corresponding cost and zun a valid upper bound to z,*. 
3. Computation of the lower bound 
Let oorp and Pij be lower bounds to the solution cost when x,~ = 1 and yij = 1, 
respectively. We assume that craD, VU < /I, and pij, Vi < j, satisfy the following 
inequalities: 
0,~ G Max {Cijaayij}, Vi, E Y, (14) 
i<j 
Pij < y:i {Cijap &p)) vx E X (15) 
fJap G ~rs, Vr, s such that I < a and s > 8, (16) 
Pij G PIIVY Vu, v such that u < i and v 2 j. (17) 
Conditions (16) and (17) will be used to speed up the computation of the lower bound 
and are implied in the definitions of {o,~> and {pii} considered in the following 
sections. 
By means of {a,p} and {pij} we can formulate a new problem RP (sometimes 
denoted also by RP(M,N)) whose optimal solution cost z&. will be shown to be 
a valid lower bound to zz. RP is derived from P by replacing constraint (3) with two 
relaxed constraints (3a) and (3b) as follows: 
Min zRp, 
(W 
\ s.t. x E X and y E Y. 
We may notice that problem RP is decomposable into two subproblems because there 
is no coupling constraint for the variables x and y. The two subproblems, that will be 
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denoted by RPA and RPB, are 
I MinzRpA, 
RPA ZRPA 2 Max {gap x,~}, 
a<B 
s.t. X E x, 
: 
Min ZRPB, 
RPB ZRPB 2 Max {Pij Yij}, 
i<j 
s.t. y E Y. 
The optimal solution cost zgp of problem RP is then given by 
& = Max{ Z&A, a&%]~ (18) 
where Z &A, Z ipB are the optimal costs of problems RPA and RPB. 
Exact algorithms for solving problems RPA and RPB are described in Section 3.2. 
Problem RP is relevant because we can show that z & < z p*; in fact, from (14) and (15) 
and the optimal solution {x$} and (yz} of P we have the following inequalities: 
Max{pijy$} <Max {Cijapy~x~~). 
i<j i<j 
a<B 
VW 
As the right-hand side of (18a) and (18b) corresponds to zp*, it follows that 
(19) 
Since {x$} and {y :} are feasible solutions, but not necessarily optimal, for RPA and 
RPB, we have 
Max y:f {oxpX%>, Max{PijYc} > Max (ZfpA, z&B} = z,*,. 
. i<j 1 (20) 
Therefore, from (19) and (20) we obtain .zp* > zip. 
In the next section we describe three different methods to compute {oaa) and (pij) 
that lead to different lower bounds for problem P. 
3.1. Computation of {a,F) and {pij} 
We describe three methods for computing {o,~} and {pij} satisfying (14)-( 17) and 
leading to different lower bounds for problem P. All these methods are used in the tree 
search algorithm of Section 5. 
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Method 1 
Let R = {(i,j): (i, j) s.t. yij = l} be the row-partitioning associated withy E Y; then, 
for any pair (c(, /3) with tl d /?, the following relationship holds: 
From Definition 1 and Eq. (l), we have 
M h 6 m L? 
Moreover, from Eq. (8) we have 
1 2 1 Cijap Yij. i<j 
From (22) and (23) we obtain 
(21) 
(23) 
Max {Cijap Yij} 2 & i f a,,, v’(a,jq, a<fi= l)...) n, V’yE Y. (24) 
i<j r-l s-a 
From (24) it is obvious that a valid definition of {eras} which satisfies conditions (14) 
and (16) is given by 
a aS foreach(a,/?),cl<P=l,..., n. (25) 
Similarly, it can be proved that a valid definition for {pij> is 
foreach(i,j), i<j=l,..., m. (26) 
Method 2 
From expressions (14) and (15) we can derive two integer programs for computing 
{a,B> and {Pij) h’ h w 1~ we will denote, respectively, by IP{a,b} and IP(pij). These 
integer programs are: 
aa8 = Min z, 
IP(a,fl) Z a Max {GjaB Yij}, 
icj 
s.t. y E Y, 
: 
pij = Min Z, 
Ip(Pij) Z 2 Max {CijapXap}, 
a<B 
s.t. x E x. 
(27) 
(28) 
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The computation of the {G,~} therefore requires the solution of IP(o,& for each pair 
(a,/3) with a<p=l,..., n and, similarly, the computation of {pij> requires the 
solution of IP(pij) for each (i, j) with i <j = 1, . . . ,WL 
It is easy to see that each problem IP{o,~} corresponds to problem RPB if in RPB 
{ pij} is replaced by {Cijbp} and IP( pij) becomes problem RPA if in RPA {~=a} is 
replaced by { cij=a}. 
The nonnegativity of the elements of the matrix A guarantees that cijaS < cijrs 
Vr < CC, s > p; this leads to Maxi <j {cij,pyij} < Maxi <j {cijrsyij) Vy E Y and for 
r < CI, s > /3; therefore, from problems IP(a,& and IP(a,,), it follows that cap < (T,, and 
this shows that the conditions (16) are satisfied. Similarly, it can be shown that the 
inequalities (17) are satisfied too. 
In the case of problem P(3,4), whose matrix A is given in Fig. 1, the values of {o,~} 
and {pij}, corresponding to the solution of problems IP(a,J and IP(pij) above, lead to 
* zRPA = 321 and zips = 316; therefore the value of the lower bound is 
z:p(3,4J = Max{zi,,, zzpg} = 321. 
Method 3 
In this section we describe a method for computing a lower bound to problem 
P which is based on the following observation. 
Assume that valid values {a,@} and {pij} have been computed by means of either 
Method 1 or 2 above. Consider the cost cijap of the block Aijaa for a given couple of 
partitions (i, j) and (a,/?); if cij=S < cap or cijaa < pij, then the block Aijog will not 
determine the optimal cost since, if block Aijab is part of the optimal solution (i.e. 
* 
x@ = 1 and yt = l), thenz,* 2 max{cap,Pij} > cija,r. Hence, if the cost cijap is replaced 
by max{o+ Pij}, the optimal solution cost of problem P is not affected. By means of 
this observation we can obtain from problem P a new problem P’ by replacing the 
costs {cij~~} with a new set of costs {c;jap} defined as c:jag = Max{cij+ cap, pij} for 
each (i, j, c(, p). The two problems P and P’ have the same optimal solution cost. 
However, the values zzp and zip, of the lower bounds to P and P’, computed 
according to the Method 2 above, may be different and it will be shown that 
zip < z&. It is obvious that, in the same way as P’ was derived from P, we can obtain 
from P’ a new problem P”, having a lower bound z&, 2 zip, . 
These observation suggest an iterative procedure for computing a new lower bound 
to P which is always better than the lower bound produced by Method 2. The 
procedure generates a sequence of problems Pi, Pz, . . . , P,, . . . , Pk of the same form of 
P and an associated sequence of relaxed problems RPi, RP2, . . , RP,, . . . , RPI, of the 
same form of RP. Each problem P, corresponds to P when the costs {cijap> are 
replaced with a new set {cijap} and the relaxed problem RP, of P, is obtained by using 
{cijap} in (14) and (15) to compute (aplp} and {pij>. 
We will prove that the two sequences of problems satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) z* - * p zp*, = zp, = ... = zp*,, 
(ii) zip Q zip, d zip2 < ... < z&,. 
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First we describe the construction of P1 from P and of Pz from PI, then we describe an 
algorithm, called LOWB, for generating the two sequences of problems. 
Assume that RP has been solved by using valid values for {pij} and {a,@} as it can be 
obtained by Method 1 or 2 above. Denote Pi the problem obtained by replacing in 
P the costs (cijcrs) with a new set of costs {cl!jas> that are defined as 
c,!jaS = Max{cijag,Pij} for each (i,j, c(, /I). (29) 
It is obvious that both P and Pi have the same feasible solution sets X and Y. 
Theorem 1. Let zc, be the optimal cost of Pi. Then zp*, = zp*. 
Proof. From the definition of {cilj,p) given in (29), we can state, for each x E X and 
y E Y, the following equality: 
Max {CiljnpXapYij) = Max {Max CCijap, Pijl xap Yij} 
i<j i<j 
a<0 a<B 
CCijapXa~Ytjl~ I$y [PijYijl . . 
From (15) we have 
Max [pijyij] < Max [cijapX,pyij], VX E X and Vy E V; 
i<j i<j 
a<8 
and, therefore, we can conclude that 
Max {c&apX,pYij} = Max [cijabX,pyij], VX E X and ‘v” E Y 
i<j i<j 
u<a a.sB 
(30) 
and from (30) we have zp*, = Zp*. 0 
A consequence of the above theorem is that any lower bound to problem PI is also 
a valid lower bound to P. Let {c$} be computed by solving the problems IP(a&) 
when {cij,b} are replaced with new {c,$~> determined according to (29). We can notice 
that {r~&} satisfy conditions (14) and (16) when {cijab} is replaced by {cl!jas>. 
A valid lower bound to PI is given by the optimal solution cost zip1 of RP1 which is 
derived from RP by replacing in (3a) the costs {CT&~} with the new {g&}. We observe 
that the resolution of RPi requires only the computation of the optimal solution of 
the new problem RPAl resulting from the replacement of {ada} with {G&} in (3a). It 
can be easily proved that zipAl B z& by noticing that CT& z oaS, for each (c(, p), since 
from Eqs. (29), we have cfjab 2 cijap, for each (ijab). 
We can also prove that z&, k z&. 
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Assume that z&,~ = CJ~,~, and that {yij} be the optimal solution of IP(criCB,); 
therefore we have 
1 Z&A1 = o,,p, = Max (citior,B’y:j}. (31) 
i<j 
Furthermore, from (29) we have 
chor,p, 2 pij for each (i,j). 
From (31) and (32) we obtain 
(32) 
(33) 
Finally, noticing that {Yij} is not necessarily the optimal solution of RPB, we have 
‘iP.41 2 y:,f {PijYjj} H yeY 
. 
>Min[~$f{PijYij}]=Z:p*. 
Therefore, from z& = max{z&,~&~), Z& > zipA and z& > zipB,, we have 
z&1 = zgpAl 2 zip = max{z iPA, z&}; this means that a lower bound to P1 is given 
by the optimal cost of RPAl which dominates the previous lower bound obtained for 
P. 
In the same way as P1 has been derived from P, we can obtain from P1 a new 
problem Pz such that zp*, = z& (and consequently zp*, = zp*) by defining a new set of 
costs {c&} that depends on {cijap} and {G$} as follows: 
The proof that z& = z,*, is similar to that given for establishing z,*, = zp* and is based 
on the fact that {a$} satisfy conditions (14) when {cij~~} is replaced by {c&b}. 
Let (p $} be computed by solving the problems IP(p$ when {cijap} is replaced by 
the new costs {&i}. The lower bound to P2 is given by the optimal cost z& of RP2 
when the costs {p$} are used in (3b). It can be also proved that the bound zgp2 to Pz 
dominates the bound z&, to P1 and, furthermore, that z& = zzpB2. 
In the same way as z& > z& it can be verified that z& > z&,. It is obvious 
that the procedure can be iterated so that from PZ a new problem P3 is derived and 
a new bound z& = z&, computed. We notice that, in the procedure, for odd values 
of k, the lower bound z& to Pk corresponds to the optimal cost z&r of RPAk; 
meanwhile, for even values of k, the bound z& is given by the optimal cost zipBr of 
RPBk. The procedure terminates when z &, = z&_, since the lower bound will not 
increase in the following iterations. A simple algorithm, called LOWB, that imple- 
ments this method for computing the lower bound, is described below. 
Algorithm LOWB 
Step 1. Let us assume that a set of costs {p$} satisfying conditions (15) and (17) is 
known, as it can be obtained by using Method 1 or 2 or by setting p$ = 0, for each 
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i <j = 1, . . ..m. Let zipBo be the optimal cost of RPB,,, {c&s> = {cij,a} and 
&, = &Bo. Set k = 0. 
Step 2 (Computation of zip, = z& for odd values of k). Set k = k + 1. Let 
Cfj,@ = Max {Cfjii, pfj- ‘1, for each (ijab). Compute {c&} by solving IP(o$), for each 
a<p=1 , . . . , n, when in (27) the costs {cijao} are replaced by {ctaa}. Compute the 
optimal cost z& of RPAk that derives from RPA when {eras} is replaced by (r&}. Set 
GP, = &**. If zip, = z&._, go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3 (Computation of z& = z& for even values of k). Set k = k + 1. Let 
Cfj,fi = Max {Cajun, & ‘1, for each (ijc$). Compute {pz> by solving IP(p~j), for each 
i<j=l , . . . ,n, when in (29, {cija/r} is replaced by {c~ja~}. Compute zipBt by solving 
the problem RPB, which corresponds to RPB when {pij) is replaced by {p~j}. Set 
GP, = &It. If z& = z&_, go to Step 4, otherwise return to Step 2. 
Step 4. The algorithm stops; z& = z& is a valid lower bound to P. 
For the problem P(3,4) of Fig. 1, the algorithm LOWB requires two iterations to 
produce the lower bound zip. The algorithm starts with z&, = z&,, = 316, then, in 
Step 2, for k = 1, it produces z&, = z&, = 321 and, in Step 3 for k = 2, it computes 
&, = Z&B1 = 361, and, since z& > zip,, it returns to Step 2. In the second iteration 
it produces, in Step 2 for k = 3, z& = Z& = 364 and, in Step 4 for k = 4, 
&, = z&r& = 364, and, since zip, = zip,, the algorithm terminates in Step 4 where the 
value of the lower bound is given by z;$ = z&B4 = 364 which is equal to the optimal 
solution cost. 
Algorithm LOWB can be time consuming since, at each iteration k, the computation 
of &?, for each c1 < /I, and pi”j, for each i < j, may require, respectively, O(Nn’) and 
O(Mm’) operations (see Section 3.2). However, the computing time can be drastically 
reduced if a valid upper bound zuB to P is known. 
In fact, noticing that {o$) and {pz} satisfy conditions (16) and (17), for each k, as 
soon as 0:s > zuB for some {a, p}, I& can be set equal to zuB V(r, s) such that Y < CI and 
s 2 /I. A similar observation can be made to reduce the effort required to compute {pfj}. 
A valid upper bound to P can be obtained by means of the heuristic algorithm HSP 
described in Section 4. 
In the tree search algorithm described in Section 5, we will assume that the costs {pij}, 
{OHS}, {cijarp} are the costs {p!j>, {&}, {&a/r> o bt ained at the last iteration k of algorithm 
LOWB. 
Algorithm LOWB is only used at the root node of the tree search; at every other node 
the lower bound is computed by means of a simpler procedure based on Method 2 for 
computing {a,p) and {pij}. 
3.2. A dynamic program for solving problems RPA and RPB 
The computational complexity of the two problems RPA and RPB depends on the 
properties of the costs {oab} and { pij}. AS a matter of fact if the costs {oas} and { pij} 
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satisfy the conditions 
it is easy to show that problem RPA can be transformed into two path partitioning 
problems which can efficiently be solved with time complexity 0(N2n) and 0(M2m), 
respectively, using the algorithm described by Per1 and Vishkin [7]. In the following, we 
describe the transformation of problem RPA, being obvious that the transformation of 
RPB can be obtained in a similar way. 
Problem RPA can be transformed into the following min-max N-partitioning prob- 
lem.LetP=(1,2 ,..., n} be a path of n vertices (where vertex 1 corresponds to the Ith 
column of matrix A) and let wI = cII be a weight associated with vertex 1. The 
N-partitioning of the path P into N connected components Pi = {c(~, . . , PI}, 
P2={ct2 ,..., p2) ,..., Pk={clk ,..., /lk) ,..., PN={aN ,..., /3,}, where al=l, BN=n 
andzk=/?_l+1,k=2 ,..., N, is obtained by deleting (N - 1) edges of the path (i.e. 
edgesUG,a& . . ..(/I.+1, aN)). It is easy to see that each feasible solution of RPA corres- 
ponds to a N-partitioning of the path P and, furthermore, each N-partitioning of the 
path P corresponds to a feasible solution of RPA if we set x,,~* = 1 for each partition Pk. 
Denoting by W(P,) = CIEPk wl the weight of each component Pk, the cost of a N- 
partitioning is defined as max 1 G k G N W(P,). Notice that if condition (34a) holds, then 
the cost W(P,) of component Pk is equal to gaxSk and, therefore, the cost of a N- 
partitioning is equal to the cost of the corresponding RPA solution. Therefore, the 
optimal solution of problem RPA can be obtained by finding a N-partitioning of the 
path P minimizing 
max W(P,) 
l<k<N 
Notice that if the costs {a,p> do not satisfy condition (34a) (i.e. oars > Cf=‘=, oII, for some 
pair a < j?) then the cost w(Pk) of component Pk is smaller than gakpt and, therefore, the 
cost of a N-partitioning can be smaller than the cost of the corresponding RPA solution. 
The optimal N-partitioning might not correspond to the optimal RPA solution and, 
therefore, the algorithm of Per1 and Vishkin [7] cannot be used for solving the problem 
RPA. 
Conditions (34) are satisfied by the costs {gas} and {pij} used by Method 1 for 
computing the lower bound and by the costs used in solving each problem IP(oJ and 
IP(pij) in Method 2. However, conditions (34) are not satisfied by the costs {aaB} and 
{pij> obtained by Method 2 for computing the lower bound and by the costs {r&} and 
{pt} used in the algorithm LOWB. 
In the tree search algorithm, described in Section 5, we use Method 3 for computing 
the lower bound at the root node of the tree and Method 2 for computing the lower 
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bound at each node of the tree. Unfortunately, when Method 2 is used at each node of 
the tree search, the costs { cijap} used in solving each problem IP { a,,} and IP {pij} do not 
necessarily satisfy conditions (34) as they have been updated by LOWB so that 
Cijafl b CJ;=iCf=a”KT’ 
In this section we describe a dynamic programming algorithm for solving problems 
RPA and RPB when the costs {~,a} and {pij} d o not satisfy conditions (34). The 
proposed algorithm solves RPA and RPB with a time complexity of the order of 
O(Nn’) and O(Mr$), respectively. The recursion is presented for RPA, being obvious 
how to obtain the equivalent recursion for RPB. 
Let f(k,fi) be the optimal cost of the problem obtained from RPA by replacing 
N with k and n with /I. We may say that f (k, /I) corresponds to the minimum cost for 
covering columns 1,2, . . . , /I by means of k column partitions when {crols} is used as the 
cost of the column partitions. We must notice that, for each k 3 1, the functions f (k, p) 
are defined for /I = k, . . . , n but not for /I < k, since k column partitions require at least 
/I > k columns. 
Functions f(k,p), for each k = 2,3, . . . , N and for fl = k, k + 1, . . . , n, can be com- 
puted by the following dynamic programming recursion: 
f 6% B) = k_lEB_l {maxCf(k - 1,4,~+1d (35) 
and must be initialized as 
f(l,fi)=a,, forP=l,2 ,..., n. (36) 
The optimal solution cost z&, of problem RPA is then given by 
* 
ZRPA =fW,4 (37) 
The computational effort required by recursion (35) can be greatly reduced by using 
some properties of the functions f (k, /?). 
Property 1. Recursion (35) can be replaced by 
f&B) = ee<v$_l {maxCf(k - l~cd,~a+ipl) 
. 
(38) 
ifan CI* exists such that 
Proof. For any a*, such that k - 1 6 CI* < j - 1, the right-hand side of recursion (3.5) 
can be written as 
MIN Min {max[f(k - l,a),a,+ipl}, Min {maxCf(k - 1,4,~+1p 
a*<a<o-1 I}}. 
(40) 
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From the assumption (16) we have car8 > gort8, for k - 1 < CI < CC*, and therefore 
maxCf(k - 1, a), CG+ 1~1 > ~6, for k - 1 d c1 < CC*, and consequently we can state, 
for the first term of expression (40), the following inequality: 
Min {max[f(k - 1, CI), cr,+ ISI) > cra8p. 
k-l <a<a* 
If a,., satisfies inequality (39), the first term of (40) can be ignored and this leads to the 
recursion (38). 0 
Property 2. Functions f(k,B) satisfy the conditions 
f(k-l,p)>f(k,/I) foranyk=2 ,..., N,forany/?=k-l,..., n. (41) 
Proof. It is true for k = 2; in fact, as f (1, /I) = alp, we have that the recursion (35) 
becomes 
f (2, P) = Min {maxCal,, ga+ 1,1> 
1 <U&p-l (42) 
but, from conditions (16), we have 
alp 2 ala for CI < j?, 
018 2 aafi for 1 < CI < j?. 
(43) 
From (43) and (42) we have a iP 2 max{ai,, aa+ is} af (2, /I) and, therefore, 
f (l,/?) > f (2, fl). Now assuming that conditions (41) are satisfied for 
k = 2,3,... , k’ - 1, we can show that they are also verified for k = k’. 
By replacing k with k’ in (35) we get 
max[f(k’- 1,01),aa+i8] >f(k’,fi), cI = k’- l,..., b - 1. (44) 
By replacing k with k’ - 1 in (35) we get 
max[f(k’-2,cr),a,+1s]>f(k’-1,j3), a=@-2 ,..., B-1. (45) 
Because of the assumptions f (k’ - 2, ~1) > f (k’ - 1, a) and f (k’ - 1, a) = 0 
VJ’~ < k’ - 1, we have 
max[fW - 2,u),a,+181 >max[f(k’-l,a),a,+,,] a=k’-2 ,..., B-1 
and therefore taking into account Eqs. (35) it is easy to see that f (k’ - 1,P) 2 
f(k’YP). 0 
Property 3. Functions f (k, /?) satisfy the conditions 
f(k,/?)>f(k,a) V’~>GI foranyk=l,..., N. (46) 
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Proof. Inequalities (46) are verified for k = 1 because of the initialization (36) and the 
assumption (16) on aaS. By assuming that conditions (46) are satisfied for k - 1 (i.e. 
f(k - 1,fl) 2f(k - 1,~) V’p > a), we can show that 
For a given k and a, the value f(k, a) is given by 
The recursion for computing f(k, /?) can be written 
f(kB) = MIN{G G}, 
where 
T2 = Min {maxCf(k - 1,4,a,+181} 
acs<p-1 
they are also verified for k. 
as 
(47) 
(48) 
It is obvious that T1 >f(k, a) since, from (16) and /I > CC, we have ar+ i8 2 a,+ ia. In T2 
we can notice that f(k - 1,s) >f(k, a), for s = CC, . .. , j? - 1, because it has been 
assumed that Eqs. (46) are verified for k - 1 and, from Property 2, we have 
f(k - 1, a) af(k, a). Therefore, also T2 af(k, CI) and this completes the proof. IJ 
Property 3 can be used to establish the following dominance. 
Property 4. Let zUB be a known upper bound to zp*. The function f (k, 8) must be 
computed only for p = k, k + 1, . . . , /?* (/?* < n) where /3* is the smallest integer such 
that f (k,P*) B ZUB. 
Proof. From f (k, #I*) 2 zUB and Property 3, we have, V/I > /I*, f (k, b) 2 f (k, /3*) 2 zW; 
therefore, the states (k,fi), with p > /I*, cannot lead to a solution of cost better than 
ZUB* 0 
We must notice that, even if Properties 1,3 and 4 can drastically reduce, in practice, 
the computational effort involved with the recursions (39, in the worst case, the time 
complexity of this recursion remains 0(Nn2). 
A dynamic program, similar to the one used for problem RPA, can be established 
for solving problem RPB. Let h(k,j) be the optimal cost of the problem obtained from 
RPB by replacing M with k and m with j. The functions h(k, j) represent he minimum 
cost for covering rows 1,2, . . . , j by means of k partitions and using (pij} for the costs 
of the partitions. We don’t give further details of the recursion to compute h(k, j) being 
obvious that it is similar to recursion (35). The optimal solution cost Z& of problem 
RPB is then given by 
z&, = h(M, m). (49) 
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Furthermore, we can derive, for h&j), the properties similar to those described for 
f (k B). 
4. The heuristic algorithm HSP 
The heuristic algorithm we propose to solve problem P is called HSP and consists 
of two phases: Phase 1 produces a starting solution based on the optimal solutions of 
RPA and RPB; Phase 2 attempts to improve the solution of Phase 1. 
Algorithm HSP 
Phase 1. Let {x:~} and {yt} be the optimal solutions of subproblems RPA and 
RPB, respectively, of cost zgpA and z&,+ These solutions do not only produce a lower 
bound z& = Max{z&,,z &,} to the optimal solution cost of the problem, but they 
can be used to construct a feasible heuristic solution. 
Let R1 = {(i,j): i d j = 1, . . . ,m, s.t. y$ = l} be the row-partitioning relative to {yi”j} 
and let C’ = {(a,P): CI < /? = 1, . . . ,n, st. x,~ - * l} be the column-partitioning relative 
to {x:~>. It is obvious that (R1, C’) defines a feasible heuristic solution of the cost 
Z&B = Max{cijap: (i, j) E R’ and (u,B) E Cl>. (50) 
Phase 2. The solution (R’, C’), produced in Phase 1, can be improved by solving 
the following two problems. In the first problem (called HR) we generate a new 
solution ($ C’) where the column-partitioning is given by C’ and the row-partitioning 
I? corresponds to the optimal solution of the problem that derives from RPB by 
replacing costs {pij} with costs {bij} defined as follows: 
fiij = Max{cijag: (cc,~) E Cl}. (51) 
Let us indicate by .& the optimal cost of problem HR. 
Similarly, the second problem (called HC) generates a new solution (R’, c) where 
the row-partitioning is R’ but the column-partitioning c is obtained from the optimal 
solution of the problem that derives from RPA when the costs (o,~} are replaced by 
&7) : 
A 
amp = Max{cij,b: (i,j) E R’}. (52) 
Let us indicate by ?nc the optimal cost of problem HC. We must notice that inHR and 
,& are the costs of the two feasible solutions (ft, C’) and (R’, c), and this is due to the 
definitions given for {aij} and {6Ea}. We may notice that ,%?nR < &, and &c d z& by 
observing that the row-partitioning R’ (column-partitioning C’), determined in Phase 
1, is a feasible solution for problem HR (problem HC). 
Let us denote by z & = Min{.&, &c} and by (R*, C”) the best solution produced in 
Phase 2; it is obvious that we may try to improve this solution by a further execution 
of Phase 2, where we consider (R*, C’) as a starting solution (i.e. set z& t z&, 
(R’, C’) c (R*, C*) and re-execute Phase 2). The computational effort required by this 
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new execution of Phase 2 can be strongly reduced by observing that if z& = .& then 
(R’, C”) = (R, C’) and problem HR turns out to be equal to problem HR solved 
during the previous execution of Phase 2, due to the fact that the column-partitioning is 
unchanged; therefore only problem HC must be solved. A similar observation can be 
done whenever z& = z*,c and only problem HR must be solved. 
The procedure terminates whenever z& = z&n. 
In the following sections we will indicate by zun the cost of the final solution 
produced by the heuristic procedure described above. 
5. Exact tree search algorithms to solve problem P 
In this section we describe a tree search algorithm for the solution of problem P. 
The costs {Pij}, {a,~>, {Cijaa> used in the tree search are the values obtained by the 
algorithm LOWB. 
A branch of the tree, at level k, defines the kth partition of the matrix rows. A node 
of the tree, at level k, is represented by an ordered list L = (rO, rI, . . . ,r,,, . . . , rk) where 
r,, = m + 1 and rh_l > r,,, h = 1, . . . , k, with each rh E L\{r,} corresponding to the 
smallest row index belonging to partition h (i.e. partition h is composed by rows 
(rh,rh+ l,..., rh-l - 1)). 
We will also use R(L) to indicate the row-partitioning related to L, that is 
R(L) = {(rl, rO - l), . . . ,(rh, rh_ 1 - l), . . . ,(rk, rk_ 1 - l)}. For example, for a matrix 
with m = 20 rows, let us consider a node of the tree at level k = 3 described by the list 
L = (21,16,12,8). We have R(L) = {(16,20), (12,15), (8,ll)); therefore this node de- 
fines three row partitions: partition 1 composed by rows (16, . . ,20), partition 2 by 
rows (12, . . . . 15) and partition 3 by (8, . . . , 11). Every node, at level M - 1, defines 
a feasible row-partitioning R for the problem since, for such node, we have 
L = (r0,r1 ,..., rM_2,rM_l) and R(L) = {(rl,rO - 1) ,..., (rM_l,rM_Z - l)}; therefore 
from R(L) we can univocally define R = R(L)u{(l, rM_ J}. In terms of the mathemat- 
ical formulation given for problem P we can see that each node at level M - 1 fully 
defines a feasible set of variables {yij}; this transforms problem P into problem RPA if 
the costs {o,~} are defined as follows: 
o,B = Max{Cijap: (i,j) E R}. 
5.1. Computation of the lower bound at a node of the tree search 
At a node of the tree, at level k, the rows from rk up to m have been divided into 
k partitions and the rows from I up to rk - 1 must be divided into A4 - k partitions. 
To each node we can associate a problem, called P(L), that corresponds to P with the 
constraints 
yij = 1 for each (i,j) E R(L). (53) 
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By means of (53) the constraints (3) of P(L) can be written as 
ZP(L) 2 Max {Cijap Yij &p : i<j=l,...,rk--1). 
a<B 
Inequalities (54) can be replaced by 
where 
cap = Max{cijas : (i, j) E R(L)). 
Therefore, problem P(L) becomes 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
Min z~(L.), 
ZP(L) 2 Max{Cij,ByijX,p: i<j=l 9 . . ..G - I>, 
P(L) 
a<p 
i ’ 
zpcL) 2 ?<a; {%I x& 
S.t. {x=s} E X, {yij} E Y and yij = 1 for each (i, j) E R(L). 
A valid lower bound to P(L) is obtained by solving the following problem RP(L): 
f Min zRP(L), 
RW) 
zRp(L) 2 Max {Max [O,,, a&] x,~: tl < p = 1, . . . , n}, 
~~,(,,~Max{p:jyij:i~j=l,...,lk-l}, 
\ 
s.t. (~~a} E X, {yij> E Y, yij = 1 for each (i, j) E R(L), 
where {a&} and {pij) may be determined by means of Method 2 described in Section 
3. Let (a&} be computed by solving the problem IP(&}, for a < /3 = 1, . . . ,n, with 
the additional constraints (53) and {p~j} b e obtained by solving IP{p:j) for 
i<j=l,...,rk-1. 
We can notice that the solution of RP(L) requires the addition of constraints (53) to 
problem RPB; however, the solution of this new problem RPB can be easily obtained 
by computing the recursive function h(l, j) for I = 1, . . . ,(A4 - k) and j = k, . . . , rk - 1. 
A similar observation must be done in solving each problem IP(a&), for each (a, /?). 
We can, therefore, associate to each node of the tree, represented by the ordered list L, 
the lower bound LB(L) = z;zIpCL). 
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5.2. Dominance tests 
We describe two dominance tests that can be used to reduce the number of nodes of 
the tree search. 
Dominance 1. Let a be a node, at level k, represented by L, = (rO,rl, . . . , rk_ 1, rt), such 
that p rr,rk_,_l 2 zUB; any other node b, at the same level and having the same parent a 
node, described by Lb = (rO, rl , . . . , rk_ 1, ri) and having r! < ri can be removed from the 
tree. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that z& 2 zuB. Because of condition (17), the follow- 
ing inequality holds: 
P’:&-1 > h;.,r,_,-1 3 ZUB. 
From (54) we have, V{xQs> EX, 
Furthermore, from (15), we have 
(59) 
Therefore, from (59), (60) and (58) we obtain 
Every solution generated from node b will contain the column partition (ri, rk_ I - 1) 
that leads to a solution of cost greater than z uB. Node b can be removed from the 
tree. 0 
Dominance 2. Given two nodes a and b, at level k, represented by L, = (rO, ry , . . ..ri-h4 
andL,=(rO,rt,..., r-i- 1, rf) and such that r: < rt, we will say that node a dominates node 
b ifC~B<Max{6$,z,*,} for cc<p=l,..., n (where {c?$} and {CT&} are computed 
according to expressions (57) replacing R(L) with R(L,) and R(L&, respectively). 
Proof. Let Y” = (y: y E Y, s.t. Yij = 1 for (i,j) E R(L,)} and Yb = (y: y E Y, s.t. yij = 1 
for (i,j) E R(Lb)}. The two problems P(L,) and P&b) associated to the nodes a and 
b are 
I Min ZP(L,), (61) 
i 
ZP(L.) 2 Max {Cijixp Yij &p: i<j=l,...,ri--l), (61) 
P&Z) a<8 
z,(~.) > ?<a; (5% ~1, (62) 
. 
s.t. x E x, y E Y”, (63) 
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I 
Min ZP(L~), (64) 
ZP(L~) > Max {Cija~Yij&~: i<j=l ,...,ra- l}, (65) 
Wb) 
a<p 
ZP(L~ 2 ~;;{&7x.fl), w4 
L ct. x E x, y E Yb. (67) 
To prove the correctness of Dominance 2 it is sufficient to show that, at optimality, 
z&Lb) 2 z&. 
Let us indicate by P(L,,X) and P(L,,X), respectively, the problems P(L,) and P(L,) 
when in (63) and (67) x E X is replaced by x = X, for a given X E X. Let us denote by 
Z&L.,,) and z&i) the optimal solution cost of P&,X) and P(L,,X). Let 
Pij = Max. 6 ~{cij~%a}. 
The two problems P&,X) and P(L,,X) can be written as follows: 
( Min z~(L..,x)~ (68) 
ZP(L.,~) 2 Max{pijyij: i <j = 1, . ...% - l}, (69) 
TV&) 
z~(L.,x) 3 y<a; {Zg %,I, (70) 
\ 
s.t. y E Y”, (71) 
(72) 
WtA 
zp(Lb,x) > Max{pijyij: i <j = 1, . . . . rt - l}, (73) 
(74) 
(75) 
The two problems P&,X) and P(L,,X) can be solved as follows. Let us indicate by 
P’(L,,X) and P’(L,,X) the problems that result from P(L,,X) and P(L,,X) when 
constraints (70) and (74) are removed. Both problems P’(L,,X) and P’(L,,X) have the 
same structure of problem RPB and can be solved by computing the recursive 
function h&j) for 1 = 1, . . . , A4 - k and for each j = 1, . . . , r-i - 1, . . . , ri - 1 (notice 
that ri - 1 < Y; - 1) and setting 
~p*,(~.,~) = h(M - k, rf: -l), 
z&,~,~) = h(M - k, r-i - 1). 
(76) 
(77) 
The optimal solution costs of P(L,,X) and P(L,,X) are then given by 
(78) 
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(79) 
We must notice that, as ri < ri, from Property 3 of Section 3.2, we have 
h(M - k,t$ - 1) < h(M - k,rj: - l), therefore, from (78) and (79), we obtain 
&.,X) d && (80) 
We must recall that the values {oaa} and {Pij} used in the tree search are those 
computed in the last iteration of LOWB; furthermore, LOWB terminates whenever 
the values of (cT,~) and fpij) are such that 
From (81) and r??Zs Z cap and a$ > CT,~, for cx < p = 1, . . . ,n, we can state, for a given 
2 E X, the following two inequalities: 
Max {Za &a} 3 Max {oaS Ka} 3 ztp, 
a<P a<a 
From OZs < M~~{C$,Z~~}, for o! < p = 1, . . . , n, we have 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
By using (83), we can derive from (84) the following inequality: 
(85) 
Finally, by using inequalities (80) and (85), we obtain, from (78) and (79), the following 
result: 
&*,i) 2 a&~*,,,,. (86) 
Since (86) is satisfied for any X E X, we have z&s1 > z&,). 0 
We can notice that Dominance 2 may result computationally expensive to test, 
since it requires to compare, for any pair of nodes a and b, at the same level k of the 
tree search and such that r{ < ri, the two sets {a$,} and (O$}. For this reason, in the 
algorithm described in the next section, the Dominance 2 is tested only among those 
nodes having the same parent node. 
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5.3. Branching strategy 
In this section we describe a tree search algorithm, called TREE, to solve optimally 
problem P. In the algorithm, 9 represents the set of the nodes not yet expanded, n(l) 
indicates the parent node of node I in the tree and LB&), L, f 9, is the lower bound 
computed at node a of the tree. 
The branching strategy used in TREE expands the node that, among all nodes not 
yet expanded, has the smallest value of the lower bound. In Step 0 of algorithm TREE 
an initial lower bound is determined and used to compute an upper bound by means 
of the algorithm HSP. The upper bound permits to reduce the computational effort of 
the algorithm LOWB that determines a better lower bound. Finally, algorithm HSP 
attempts to improve the upper bound by using the solution produced by LOWB. The 
algorithm TREE, proceeds as follows. 
Tree Search Algorithm TREE 
Step 0 (Computation of a lower bound z& and an upper bound zUB). 
(A) Compute {a,,4 and {pii} by means of Method 1 of Section 3.1 and solve 
problem RP. 
(B) Find a heuristic solution of cost zuB using algorithm HSP. 
(C) Use algorithm LOWB to find a better lower bound z&. Let {x,*8) and {y$} be 
the corresponding solution. 
(D) Compute a new heuristic solution using {x$> and { yc} determined in C above. 
Let zUB be the cost of the best upper bound obtained so far. 
Step 1 (Initialization of the tree search). Define the root node: set Lo = m + 1, 
n(O) = 0 and LB(&) = z&.. Set 9 = {0), z* = zua and A = 0 (A = number of nodes 
generated). 
Step 2 (Choose the node to be expanded). If (91 = 0 Stop; else let L, E 9 be the 
node such that LB(L,) = Min{LB(L): L E Z}. If LB(L,) 2 z* Stop; otherwise re- 
move L, from _Y and set k = IL.1 - 1 (k is the level of the tree to which node 
a belongs). 
Step 3 (Expansion of node a at level k). Determine s’ = Minis: ps+ i < z*} (ob- 
serve that, for each s < s’, we have p s,;_ 1 2 z*. Therefore, the node represented by 
L’ = (rz,r:, . . . , rf, s) is dominated by the node represented by L” = (r;f, rt , . . . , ri, s’) 
according to Dominance 1.) Let s = ri - 1. 
Step 4 (Check Dominance 2). Form L’ = (r&r;, . . . , r:, s). Ifs = s’ execute Step 5. If 
s > s’ check Dominance 2 between L’ and L” = (r$, r:, . . . , ri, s - 1). If L’ is domin- 
ated by L” go to Step 6, otherwise execute Step 5. 
‘Step 5 (Computation of the lower bound). Compute z&,); if z&,) 2 z* reject L 
and go to Step 6; otherwise set A = A + 1, LA = L’, rc(A) = a. If k = M - 2 then 
update z* = z&t,,,; otherwise 9 = _Yu(L,) and LB(LJ = z&,). 
Step 6 (Process the next son node of a). Ifs > s’, then let s c s - 1 and go to Step 5, 
otherwise go to Step 2. 
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6. Solution of the general problem MP(p) 
Let S(p) be the set of the pairs of nonnegative integers (Y,s) such that r < m, s < n 
and Y x s = p, i.e. S(p) = {( rs:r,s=l,..., p;s.t.r<m,s<nandrxs=p). , ) 
Let us indicate by P(r,s) and RP(r,s), respectively, the problems P and RP of 
Section 2 when M and N are replaced by r and s. Let zp*(,,,, and z&,,,, be the costs of 
the optimal solutions of P(r, s) and RP(r, s). We will also use z,,~(,,~) to denote the cost 
of the heuristic solution produced by HSP for P(r, s). 
A simple procedure to compute the optimal solution cost z&p(P) of the general 
problem MP(p) consists in solving every problem P(r, s), V(r, s) E S(p) and in taking 
zG,(,) = min (r,S)E~(P) {z&,d. 
The following algorithm EAMP(p) solves optimally the problem MP(p). 
Exact Algorithm EAMP(p) 
Step 1 (Computing the lower bound LB(p) and the upper bound z,&,,). Let 
LB(p) = co and z&,) = co. For each (r,s) E S(p) repeat the following steps: 
- Compute z&,~), 
_ if Z&(r,s) 2 zMP(p) remove (r,s) from S(p); otherwise compute zUB(r,sj and set 
LB(p) = Min{LB(p), z~P(,,,)), 
zMP(j?) = Min{zMp(,), Z”B(r,s)), 
If, at the end of the previous iterations, we have LB(p) = zMp(p) then set q = 0 and go 
to Step 5. 
Step 2 (Reducing and ordering the set S(p)). Remove from S(p) every pair (r, s) such 
that z~~(,,,) 2 z MPcpj being obvious that the corresponding problem P(r, s) cannot lead 
to the optimal solution of MP(p). Order the resulting set S(p) for nondecreasing 
values of zR*~(~,~). 
Step 3 (Solution of problem MP(p)). For each q = 1, . . . , IS(p)1 repeat Step 4. 
Step 4 (Solution ofP(r,, s,)for (rq, sq) E S(p)). Consider the problem P(r,, sq), where 
the pair (rq,sq) is the qth element of the ordered set S(p). We have two cases. 
(A) ~P(c,,s,) < zMP(p): find the optimal solution cost z&+) of P(r,,s,) by using 
algorithm TREE. If z&,~,,~) < zMp(p) a better solution for MP(p) has been found: set 
ZMP(a) = zp*(,,,,,) and remove (rq, sJ from S(P). 
(B) z ;lP(r&) 2 zMP(p): none of the remaining problems P(r, s) V(r, s) E S(p) can lead 
to a better solution for MP(p) since z:~(,,~) > zgp(,,,,,) V (r, s) E S(p), as a consequence 
of the previous ordering of the set S(p). In this case the algorithm terminates; go to 
Step 5. 
Step 5 (End of the algorithm). The algorithm comes to this step either because all 
problems P(r, s) V(r, s) E S(p), have been examined or as a consequence of case (B) of 
Step 4. The optimal solution cost z$p(pj of problem MP(p) is given by z&p(pj = zMp(p) 
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and 4 = q represents the number of different problems P(r, s) solved in Step 4 by using 
algorithm TREE. 
It should be noted that algorithm EAMP(p) requires the execution of algorithm 
TREE only for those problems P(r,s) whose lower bound z&~,~) is smaller than 
&,). 
We can observe that algorithm EAMP(p) may be used as a heuristic if it is 
interrupted at the end of Step 1. The performance of such heuristic is illustrated in 
Table 5 of Section 7. 
7. Computational results 
The algorithms described in the previous sections were implemented on an IBM 
RISC 6000/320 using the Fortran 77 compiler. A set of random test problems was 
generated with the following characteristics: all matrices are integer square matrices 
(m = n) having 30% of the elements fixed to zero, 40% uniformly random in the range 
(1,lO’) and the remaining 30% uniformly random in the range (102, 103). The results 
of the tests are summarized in Tables l-5. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the performance of the algorithms HSP and TREE in solving 
the problem P for different values of M (= N). 
The results of the algorithm EAMP(p) in solving the problem MP(p), for different 
values of p, are displayed in Tables 3-5. 
In each box of every table the top number gives the average value computed over 
5 problems, and the bottom number gives the maximum value. 
Table 1 
Algorithm TREE for matrices with m = n = 40 
M = N eLB EHSP THSP Nodes Time 
5 0.5 0.4 0.0 3 2.0 
1.8 2.2 0.1 I 3.6 
10 0.9 1.4 0.1 29 4.7 
2.5 5.1 0.1 80 8.7 
15 5.3 2.1 0.1 304 28.9 
8.1 6.6 0.1 582 43.1 
20 2.3 0.9 0.1 474 45.0 
3.5 2.7 0.1 1751 146.6 
25 13.3 5.2 0.1 16928 1090.5 
18.3 8.1 0.2 32766 1984.9 
30 26.6 9.3 0.1 19186 822.2 
31.0 13.0 0.1 46096 2006.1 
35 0.5 4.3 0.2 253 11.3 
1.0 11.3 0.2 702 21.7 
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Table 2 
Algorithm TREE for matrices with m = n = 80 
M = N ~~~ %E.P THSP Nodes Time 
5 0.4 0.0 0.1 6 
1.1 0.0 0.1 14 
10 0.3 1.7 0.1 48 
0.6 3.8 0.1 107 
15 3.6 1.8 0.1 1342 
4.1 3.5 0.2 2618 
20 3.4 3.0 0.1 6632 
4.6 5.2 0.2 8006 
30.6 
43.9 
40.9 
18.3 
689.5 
1100.3 
2829.6 
3882.4 
Tables 1 and 2 show the following columns: 
&LB : percentage distance of the optimal cost zc from the lower bound z&. com- 
puted at Step 0, i.e. &LB = 100 x (zp* - z&)/z&; 
&SE. : percentage distance of the upper bound zuB computed at Step 0 of algorithm 
TREE from the optimal cost zp*, i.e. &nsp = 100 x (znB - zp*)/zp*; 
THSP: computing time in seconds required by algorithm HSP in Step 0 of algorithm 
TREE; 
Time: computing time in seconds required by algorithm TREE; 
Nodes: number of nodes generated in the tree search. 
Tables 3 and 4 show, for algorithm EAMP(p), the following results: 
IS(p cardinality of the set S(p) before executing Step 1; 
*. 
4. number of problems P(r,s) solved in Step 4; 
EMP : percentage distance of the optimal solution cost zGpo,) from the lower bound 
LB(p), i.e. &MP = 100 X(&P(~) - LB(d)/LB(d; 
EUB: percentage distance of the upper bound zhlpCpj from the optimal cost; i.e. 
CUB = 100 x tzMP(p) - Z&P(~))/&P(,). 
The performance of the algorithm EAMP(p), used as a heuristic, is reported in Table 
5 where &p shows the percentage distance of the upper bound zUB from the lower 
bound LB(p) produced in Step 1 of EAMP(p), i.e. EMp = 100 x (zuB - LB(p))/LB(p). 
The column &LB in Table 1 indicates that the quality of the lower bound produced 
by the algorithm LOWB deteriorates for increasing value of M. The best behavior of 
the lower bound is obtained when M assumes either small values or high values 
(M N m). The quality of the heuristic solution produced by HSP (see column sHSp in 
Table 1) also decreases for increasing values of M; however, we can notice in Table 
1 that, for intermediate values of M (i.e. M = 20,25,30), the distance of the upper 
bound from the optimal cost is significantly smaller than the distance of the optimal 
cost from the lower bound. 
Both Tables 1 and 2 show that the computing time of the algorithm TREE strongly 
increases with the value of M and this is due not only to the low quality of the lower 
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Table 3 
Algorithm EAMP(p) for matrices with m = n = 40 
P step 1 IS(P)I 4* Time 
10 0.0 0.0 4 0 3.6 
0.0 0.0 0 3.9 
20 0.0 0.0 6 0 6.6 
0.0 0.0 0 7.2 
40 0.2 0.3 8 1 11.5 
1.0 0.3 1 14.4 
100 0.6 0.0 5 1 11.5 
2.3 0.0 1 17.0 
200 2.7 0.6 6 3 49.9 
4.1 2.5 4 94.2 
400 2.2 0.0 5 2 30.8 
3.6 0.0 3 47.8 
800 0.0 0.0 4 0 3.3 
0.0 0.0 0 3.5 
Table 4 
Algorithm EAMP(p) for matrices with m = n = 80 
P Step 1 IS(P)1 d Time 
%lP %JB 
10 0.0 0.0 4 0 55.6 
0.0 0.0 0 77.5 
20 0.0 0.0 6 0 107.7 
0.1 0.0 1 177.7 
40 0.0 0.0 8 0 141.2 
0.2 0.0 1 215.3 
100 0.8 0.3 7 1 257.1 
2.5 1.7 1 369.8 
200 1.2 0.1 8 1 337.4 
2.7 0.6 3 703.8 
bound (and consequently to the number of nodes generated) but also to the computa- 
tional effort required by each node of the tree to compute the lower bound. This 
aspect is more evident if we compare the average computing time required by each 
node of the tree search (Time/Nodes) in Tables 1 and 2. For example, for M = 20 we 
have Time/Nodes = 0.1 s in Table 1 and Time/Nodes = 0.45 s in Table 2; this reflects 
the time complexity O(Mm’) required at each node to compute the values {o&} and 
{ pij) by means of the Method 2 of Section 3. 
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Table 5 
EAMP(p), used as a heuristic, for matrices with 
m=n=lOO 
P 
10 
20 
40 
100 
200 
400 
800 
1600 
%Mp 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
1.3 
0.9 
1.8 
1.4 
3.2 
3.2 
4.6 
7.5 
9.4 
14.0 
15.0 
IS(P)I 
4 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
10 
9 
Time 
122.9 
156.1 
217.6 
320.4 
323.6 
363.3 
365.2 
437.3 
410.3 
493.3 
428.1 
468.5 
367.8 
448.5 
388.5 
429.1 
Tables 3 and 4 show the behavior of the algorithm EAMP(p) in finding an exact 
solution of problem MP(p) for different values of p. The columns ship and sun of Tables 
3 and 4 show that the lower bound and upper bound to MP(p), produced in Step 1 of 
algorithm EAMP(p), are both close to the optimal solution cost. This is also con- 
firmed by the limited number of problems (see column 4) that must be solved by 
algorithm TREE. However, we can notice that, for any value of p shown in Tables 
3 and 4, the upper bound is closer to the optimum cost than the lower bound. The 
quality of the solutions produced by EAMP(p), used as a heuristic, is illustrated in 
Table 5 in terms of percentage distance of the solution cost from the lower bound (see 
column .&). We can observe that i& increases for increasing values of p. We must 
notice that the computing time of Table 5 is mainly due to the complexity of the 
algorithm LOWB since the time taken by algorithm HSP to solve each one of the 
IS(p)1 problems is very small (see THSP in Tables 1 and 2). Whilst not reported here, 
we also tested the algorithms on matrices whose entries were uniformly random in the 
range (0, 102); such problems were easier to solve than those reported here. 
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